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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is Python?
A. Python is the name of a router that Juniper sells
B. Python is a product developed by Juniper to facilitate automation
C. Python is the name of a switch that Juniper sells
D. Python is a programming language
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an instance group that you want to load balance. You want the load balancer to
terminate the client SSL session. The instance group is used to serve a public web application
over HTTPS. You want to follow Google-recommended practices. What should you do?
A. Configure an HTTP(S) load balancer.
B. Configure an internal TCP load balancer.
C. Configure an external SSL proxy load balancer.
D. Configure an external TCP proxy load balancer.
Answer: A
Explanation:
For HTTP(s) Load balancer, the client SSL session terminates at the load balancer.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are asked to change when your SRX high availability failover occurs. One network interface
is considered more important than others in the high availability configuration. You want to
prioritize failover based on the state of that interface.
Which configuration would accomplish this task?
A. Create a VRRP group configuration that lists the reth's IP address as the VIP while using each
physical interface that make up the reth definition of each SRX HA pair.
B. Create a separate redundancy group to isolate the important interface; set the priority of the
new redundancy group to 255.
C. Configure interface monitor inside the redundancy group that contains the important
physical interface; adjust the weight associated with the monitored interface to 255.
D. Configure IP monitoring of the important interface's IP address and adjust the heartbeat
interval and heartbeat threshold to the shortest settings.
Answer: C
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